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Executing Your Business Transformation: How to Engage Sweeping Change Without Killing Yourself Or Your BusinessJossey-Bass, 2010

	Practical, tested, implementable real-world advice for transforming any business and is written by people that have “been there and done that”.


	Changing an organization is tough. Transformation is hard work that should not be attempted by the faint of heart or the weak of mind. But transformation is not rocket...
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So That's How! 2007 Microsoft  Office System: Timesavers, Breakthroughs, & Everyday GeniusMicrosoft Press, 2007
Youre upgrading to the 2007 Microsoft Office systemcongratulations! Now learn the tips and tricks to make Microsoft Office work for you. With this fun, easy-to-read guide, you get step by step instructions for tackling common productivity problems.

Have you ever seen a Smart Tag? If you use Microsoft Office XP or later,...
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Pragmatic Software Testing: Becoming an Effective and Efficient Test ProfessionalJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A hands-on guide to testing techniques that deliver reliable software and systems
   

   Testing even a simple system can quickly turn into a potentially infinite task. Faced with tight costs and schedules, testers need to have a toolkit of practical techniques combined with hands-on experience and the right strategies...
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Biomedical Image Analysis: Tracking (Synthesis Lectures on Image, Video, & Multimedia Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
In biological and medical imaging applications, tracking objects in motion is a critical task. This book describes the state-of-the-art in biomedical tracking techniques. We begin by detailing methods for tracking using active contours, which have been highly successful in biomedical applications. The book next covers the major probabilistic...
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Yahoo! Web Analytics: Tracking, Reporting, and Analyzing for Data-Driven InsightsSybex, 2009
Yahoo! Web Analytics teaches readers how to collect data, report on that data, and derive useful insights using Yahoo!’s free Web analytics tool . This detailed resource from Yahoo!’s Director of Data Insights discusses the why of Web analytics as well as the how while revealing secrets and tricks not documented elsewhere. The...
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Cisco Firewalls (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2011

	Networks today have outgrown exponentially both in size and complexity, becoming
	more multifaceted and increasingly challenging to secure. The blueprint of a core network
	requires a strong foundation, which can be simply provided with an integrated firewall
	architecture cemented at the core of the system. Today, the firewall has become...
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Agile Business Rule Development: Process, Architecture, and JRules ExamplesSpringer, 2011

	According to Wordnet, a rule is “a principle or condition that customarily
	governs behavior” or “a prescribed guide for conduct or action.” Businesses, and
	organizations in general, operate under a number of rules: rules about what services
	to offer and to whom; rules about how much to charge for those services;...
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Urological CancersSpringer, 2005

	Urological cancer constitutes approximately 30% of all cancer occurring in the Third

	and Second Worlds. In the main, these diseases are caused by environmental factors,

	such as diet and smoking, and it is hoped that action to regulate the influence of

	these environmental pathogens will lead to a decreased incidence over the next two...
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Sherman (Great Generals)Palgrave Macmillan, 2009
"A fast-paced look at the military career of Grant’s most trusted, effective subordinate, the latest from the publisher’s handy Great Generals Series." -- Kirkus Reviews








 
"An excellent brief life of a major and controversial...
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Unity Multiplayer GamesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Take your gaming development skills into the online multiplayer arena by harnessing the power of Unity 4 or 3. This is not a dry tutorial - it uses exciting examples and an enthusiastic approach to bring it all to life.


	Overview

	
		Create a variety of multiplayer games and apps in the Unity 4 game engine,...
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Transport and Town Planning: The City in Search of Sustainable Development (Science, Society and New Technoogies)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		In a context where climate change urgently requires us to alter our paradigms, this book explores the possibilities of cities that are both more energy efficient and more respectful of the environment.

		

		Based on the observation that urban planning has been detrimentally affected by the compartmentalization of...
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Environment Learning for Indoor Mobile Robots: A Stochastic State Estimation Approach to Simultaneous Localization and Map BuildingSpringer, 2006
This monograph covers theoretical aspects of simultaneous localization and map building for mobile robots, such as estimation stability, nonlinear models for the propagation of uncertainties, temporal landmark compatibility, as well as issues pertaining the coupling of control and SLAM. One of the most relevant topics covered in this monograph is...
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